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Research Bldg.
Needs Studied

IMPRESSING PRESS-This rare old hand press recently given
to the School of Journalist!- by Orrin R. Taylor, publisher of
the Archbold Buckeye, is believed to have been in use at the
time of the Great Chicago Fire in 1871. Investigating their
"new" old press are Dr. Raymond W. Derr, (left) professor of
journalism, and Jesse J. Currier, director of the School. News
Service Photo.

Old Press Causes
'Pressing' Problem
An old iron printing press recently donated totheUniversity's
School of Journalism by theTaylor family, owners of the Archbold (O,) Buckeye newspaper,
may be a valuable museum piece
for students but has created a
"pressing" problem because no
one as yet can pinpoint Its history
or tell how or where it originally
was used.
Dr. Raymond W. Derr, professor
of journalism who
acquired the Washington hand
press for the School, has written
dozens of letters to printing press
manufacturers and news publishers searching for further information about the press.
Most replies he receives sound
similar to one fromHenrySpero,
dealer in used printing machinery
at Type & Press of Illinois, Inc.
who replied, "You really have a
classic press in your old 'Washington' but because we maintain
no libraries covering equipment
of this vintage, we refer you to
two places..."
From the few strands of information he has been able to
collect. Dr. Derr speculates that
the press was in use before the
Great Chicago fire in 1871 and
that it was made by Paul
Schniedewend and Co. in Chicago,
a
company which possibly
perished in the great Chicago
fire.
The press is one of a popular
type probably made by several
press manufacturers and was
known as a "Washington."
The press resembles one manufactured as early as 1822 by
Peter Smith, who was connected
with Richard Hoe & Co„ a New
York newspaper press manufac-

turer, which still manufactures
newspaper presses.
With such a press, it took a
printer nearly one week to hand
set type and print 300 copies of
a newspaper compared to a few
hours it now takes with modern
machinery.
The press given to the School
was purchased by Orrin R. Taylor in Chicago in 1946 and was
stored in the Buckeye office in
Archbold and later in a garage
in the Taylor family.
For about eight months, it was
stored in a building on the Wood
County fairgrounds until moved
recently to a University storage
area where it now stands.
Jesse J. Currier, director of
the School, plans to display the
press near the School's office in
University Hall and is now looking for someone to refinish it.

The possibility and need for a research center
for northwestern Ohio were discussed at two
Meetings recently at the University.
The research center would be aimed atfostering
a closer relationship between education and industry. It would provide facilities and equipment
not normally available to university and industry
researchers.
Research would be specialized primarily on
projects related to the economy of the area.
In order to discuss how a research center
might assist the food industry, a conference was
held Dec. 13. Some 50 representatives of the
food processing industry in northwestern Ohio
attended.
"We want to explore areas where the universities may be of help to you," University President William T. Jerome III told the food processors.
Dr. Jerome said one obvious need was for
universities to train young people to enter the
food-processing industry.
Dr. Roy M. Kottman, Dean of the School of
Agriculture at the Ohio State University, said
the proposed research centers'' offered tremendous
opportunity to select useful areas where great
contributions could be made."
Dr. Jerome said it was largely a matter of
selecting appropriate areas where universities
and industry could work together and make progress. He said research does not necessarily
have to be agricultural but could include broad
economic areas related to food processing and
other industries.
Unfavorable publicity given to some food products has indicated that an educational program

The following companies represented the food
processing industry in northwestern Ohio: Eckert
Packing Co., Defiance; Esmond Dairy Co., Sandusky; Northern Ohio Sugar Co., Fremont; and
Anderson's, Maumee.
Presidents and representatives of 11 northwestern
Ohio colleges met at the University Dec. 16 to
discuss possible research centers.
The research center proposal in relation to the
guidelines issued by the Board of Regents was
discussed and the University of Toledo's proposal
for a research center was also reviewed.
The Board of Regents had asked several universities to prepare proposals for the establishment
of five research centers in Ohio. The Board also
issued guidelines for the research center proposals.
It was decided to circulate portions of theToledo
proposal as modified by the Regents' guidelines to
the various insitutions, according to Dr. John R.
Coash, director of research and assistant to the
Provost at the University.
Dr. Coash said that no attempt was made to
determine a location. He said criteria for locating
the center will be established as well as the
mechanism for using the criteria in selecting a
site.
Bowling Green and the University of Toledo are
working jointly on a proposal for a center in
northwestern Ohio.

Casual Confact Restrictions
Now In Effect For Women
Casual contact rules for sorority women and rushees went
into effect yesterday and will continue through Feb. 1, JanKuchta,
Panhellenic Council rush chairman announced at yesterday's
Panhel meeting.
The rules are:
1. Sorority members and
rushees may meet and intermingle without either party attempting to influence the other
concerning pledging of a specific
sorority. There will be no pre-

Dorm, Class Space Filled For Fall
The University is deferring applications from prospective male
students wishing to enroll rat
September, Thomas J. Colaner,
director of admissions, has announced.
He said that dormitory and
classroom facilities have been
filled for next September.
The University began deferring
women applicants for next
September on October 25.
Mr. Colaner said the University is considering applications from about 1,800 women
and 1,900 men for the freshman
class, expected to be approximately 3,000 next fall.

to offset misinformation is necessary, according
to several of the particpants.
Speaking were representatives from the Ohio
Department of Agriculture, St. Joseph's College,
Philadelphia, Pa„ and Michigan State University.

He cited a large number of
multiple applications and cancellations before next September
as major reasons foroveradmitting students.
Mr. Colaner said that students
may apply for admission to the
summer session beginning next
June or to the semester beginning February 1967.
Students successful in summer
school could continue their
studies in February 1967, he
said.
He added that applications are
being accepted until next Sept. 1
to University branches in Bryan,
Fostoria, Fremont andSandusky.

arranged meetings, except for
business, between rushees and
sorority women.
2. Double dating is permissible
providing the sorority members
do not arrange dates for the
rushees.
3. Freshman and upperclass
residence halls will be closed to
sorority women and sorority
houses will be closed to freshman women. Upperclass women
who are not rushees may be allowed in the sorority houses.
4. If, for business reasons,
a sorority member or rushee
must enter a.closed residence
hall, she registers with the hall
director stating the name of the
woman she wishes to see and the
business to be transacted.
5. All upperclass residence
halls will be closed to freshman
rushees.
Marsha Dodds, Panhel president, asked that sororities sponsoring foreign students contact
Dr. Edward L, Shuck, director of
the international program, In
writing, to Inform him of what
each sorority will provide these
students with.
Col. Farrar M. Cobb, director
of the Union, has set to rules
concerning
sorority formal
desserts held in the Carnation
Room, said Midd Dodds. The

rules prohibit sorority women
and rushees from entering the
Carnation Room before 5 pjn.
and from movingCarnationRoom
furniture.
Miss Dodds explained that the
time limit gives Union waitresses
an hour to clean the Carnation
Room from the time it closes at
4 pjn. as an extension of the Nest.
Miss Dodds also reminded
Panhel that room and board
payments forrusharedueJan.il.
A VISTA volunteer, Miss Dottle
McCall, spoke to Panhel about
the opportunities for college students and graduates in VISTA, a
volunteer organization whose
members live and work with the
poor of this country.

!^^s~Q w
The weather for today is sunny
and a little warmer with a high
of 38-44.
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Past, Future Viewed

"Of Course, In Denouncing Extremism, We
Don't Want To Go To Extremes"

By JOHN S. KNIGHT
President, Editor, Knight Newspapers, Inc.
Just as the presidential campaign dominated the, $277.20 in 1966, or nearly a 60 per cent increase.
significant news of 1964, thus did the war in Vietnam To both employe and employer, the pocketbook pinch
command major attention in the year now ended. is substantial.
The "little" war, which had its origins in well
The economists are predicting good economic
intentloned but poorly calculated objectives, is now health and continuation of business expansion, now
a large scale, bloody conflict with no measurable in its 58th month.
accomplishments to date.
The tragedy of Vietnam lies both in the failure
We should be warned, however, that a sharp
of leadership to take full account of the risks escalation of the Vietnam war could upset all present
involved and in underestimating the size and scope forecasts. The probabilities of wage and price
of our so-called commitment.
controls seem remote at this time but can not be
For these mistakes, we are paying a prodigiously discounted in the event of a world crisis induced
high cost in blood and treasure and the end is nowhere by the struggle in Southeast Asia.
in sight.
As in all wars, truth has been a major casualty.
Politically, the Republicans should score gains
Official reports are meaningless. The language of in local, state and congressional contests. This will
diplomacy is intended to avoid or conceal the facts. be largely due to growing disaffection and discontent
Our government has not taken the people into its with the administration's war policies.
confidence nor has it provided them with a true
The poverty programs, now in a state of conunderstanding of our goals.
fusion and disagreement induced by squabbling beLamentably, there are those among us who would tween planners, social workers, local governments,
trample upon the constitutionally guaranteed right of theorists and bureaucrats, can well become the Undissent. They appear to believe there is something manageable Society.
unpatriotic about any citizen who voices views at
Demands of the Vietnam war should bring some
variance with official thought.
slowdown in the Great Society programs. The
Such persons seem not to realize that we are need for restraint is clearly shown as the projected
fighting an undeclared war; that the issues have never federal deficit will Jump by billions and more than
been fully debated in the Congress and that without $12 billion is needed merely to service the national
free and full discussion we drift inexorably under debt.
the mastery of an all-powerful state.
Labor, which has vowed "unstinting" support
The last 12 months saw the almost complete of the war effort, will continue to ignore the Presdomination of Congress by a strong, persuasive and ident's wage guidelines and press for all it can
resourceful chief executive.
get. However, the AFL-CIO's campaign for repeal
Sweeping social and welfare legislation will leave of present "right to work" laws will be rejected
its imprint upon our country for generations to come. by the Congress.
The costs of these reforms, including Medicare, are
In foreign affairs, our relations with Russia are
astronomically high and ultimately every citizen certain to worsen; we shall be thankful that de
will feel the Impact upon his pocketbook.
Gaulle is in power; Britain will achieve no easy
The year saw the deaths of such illustrious men triumph over Rhodesia; the Asians, including Japan,
as Winston Churchill, Adlal Stevenson, KentCooper, will become more restive with intensification of'
Roy Howard and Lord Beaverbrook. Each, as the war and Germany will remain a strong ally
By GEORGE BRAATZ
measured by his challenges and responsibilities, in Europe.
Columnist
exerted tremendous influence upon an era which
The library will not reduce its
Nineteen- hundred and sixtyis now concluded.
With most of President Johnson's legislative prooverdue book fine rate.
The year ahead will see some dislocations in our gram having been adopted, Congress could regain six.
The Falcon basketball team
What an unfamiliar ring that
economy as war expenses mount and the effect of a measure of the independence it has surrendered
brings to my ears. About half will not be defeated by UCLA
the great society programs begin to be felt.
to the White House.
in the
NCAA championship
the checks written today will
Rising federal deficits in an amount far exceeding
basketball game.
estimated figures indicate the need for tax inNevertheless and notwithstanding theneedlingKen- be dated Jan. 4, 1965.
President Jerome will not
Undoubtedly three-fourths of
creases across the board. President Johnson, who nedys and the ambitious Hubert Humphrey, the Preschange his mind and start dethought the Federal Reserve Board's hike in the ident and he alone is destined to remain supremely all letters written in the next
few days also will carry the 1965
foresting the campus.
discount rate would slow economic growth, may and absolutely the Man in Charge.
White socks with black shoes
date. (I hope nobody important
discover that higher taxes will have precisely the
will
not become a fad.
makes
any
mistakes
with
dates.
same effect.
In the perilous days ahead, we pray that our
The use of such procedural
In 1965, the maximum amount withheld in social Chief Executive may guide this nation with wisdom, Can you imagine the trouble his(and delaying, time-consuming)
torians would have had if Ann
security taxes was $174. This figure jumps to courage and honor.
Frank would have loused up the
technicalities as tabling bills and
dates in her diary?)
sending resolutions tocommitees
for discussion will not be done
Enough of these minor predicaway with by Student Council.
tions, though. I must now get
Members will continue to perdown
to
business
on
some
importthe room if he isn't in that
it
(me one out of 100,000).
petuate the use of these parliant
soothsaying.
class.
Judy, 1 am in theMarineCorps
Rather
than
showing
off
by
telmentary tactics.
All of these problems could be
and I have been stationed in the
The Greek community will not
corrected In short time by first
bowels of the earth for 5 1/2 ling of events to happen in the
colonize
off campus in 1966.
coming
year,
I
will,
as
an
anhaving the students in the weightmonths, and as you must already
Contrary
to
the rumor
training classes do just that...
know, I don't enjoy it, but I guess swer to the thousands of inquiring
presently
circulating,
the UnTo the editor:
letters
I
have
received,
simply
train with weights while in this
I have a job to do. (! know I do.)
iversity administration will not
Very few persons in this Unclass, even if it means doing just
It makes me and everyone like explain what WON'T happen at
issue sets of Mickey Mouse ears
iversity pay any attention to the
one exercize.
me feel at ease when we read the University in 1966.
to all faculty members encourweight-training program now in
As I gaze into my crystal ball,
Then have the type of inan article like yours. Christmas
aging their use in the classeffect. If they took time to disstructors that teach this proover here is just another day, I can clearly see.,.a lot of dust.
cover what this program was
room.
gram fully, perhaps do a little
but I promise everyone will be I must not have cleaned this after
The coming year will not bring
really like, they would scoff at
last
year.
Well,
fortune-telling
weight-training themselves, and
thinking of home, a few may die,
is supposed to be foggy anyway.
any liberalization of legal rethe notion of such a program even
allow two or three weight-lifters
maybe myself, but at least It
These things will not occur
strictions concerning the drinkbeing called "weight-training."
not in the class to come in and
won't be in vain.
ing of alcoholic beverages on
In most of the weight-training
work out. If they don't interfere
A Marine, this year:
campus.
classes I would estimate that
with any member in the class.
Mike
The political science departhalf of the students in the weight
These results could produce a
ment will not suddenly switch
room do not even pick up a barweight-training program worthy
philosophies and become conserbell or dumbell the whole time
of its name.
vatives. They would rather fight
they are there.
Donald Kettle Jr.
than
switch.
Serving
A
Growing
University
Since
1920
A worse problem is the type of
The aroma that often floats
instructors who teach this pro8
EDITORIAL STAFF
g
through the hallways of Moseley
gram. In the two years I have
g
Fred F. Endres
Editor
Hall (and sometimes filters its
been here, I have seen one
(Editor's Note: In the Dec. 16
Judy Hirtch
Managing Editor
way into University Hall) will
instructor pick up one barbell one
:$
Ronald Pejsa
Editorial Editor
issue of the News, Judy Lake,
not be totally alleviated on all
:'v
Jack
Hocimon
,
Sports
Editor
time.
News issue editor, wrote a feaocassions this year.
Mike Kuhlin
Photo Editor
§
ture article about Christmas in
One thing can be said for
Marilyn Draper
Feature Editor
The geology department will
Viet Nam. It was mailed over90 per cent of the weight-trainLarry Fullerton
Issue Editor
not conclude its search for
seas and received by a Marine. ■'■'.
Koran Stankicwlcz
Assistant Issue Editor
■'.'■: "faults" in the Bowling Green
ing instructors, however. They
Upon receiving it, he wrote Miss
are decent human beings who have
area.
BUSINESS STAFF
Lake the following letter.)
the good sense to allow any person
The glowering radiance of my
Robert Snyder
Business Manager
who would like to weight lift
crystal ball has suddenly faded
Frad Kohut
i
Assistant Business Manager
Dec. 2L 1965
in the room when a class is in
Gary Gregg
Retail Advertising Manager
into nothingness (which means
John Donnelly
National Advertising Monoger
Danang Air Base
session. If this person doesn't
I
probably forgot to pay the
Dan Amon, Jim Toft...Classified Advertising Manager
bother anyone else, does his
Dear Miss Lake,
Dave Sprunk
Subscription Manager
« electric bill) and our peek at
exercizes without hurting anyone,
1966 has been completed.
I Just returned to my tent after
Published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school
and leaves the place as he finds
year, except holiday periods, and once a week during
1 shall now carefully place
picking up my mall (all two letsummer sessions, under authority of the Publications
>:: my crystal ball back in moth
it.
ters) and in one of my letters
Committee of Bowling Green State University.
It Is the other 10 per cent of
balls until next year.
your B-G News article had been
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or
the weight-training instructors
Until 1967, then, if you have any
enclosed.
other columns in the News do not necessarily reflect the
that I find extreme fault with.
opinions of the University Administration, faculty
questions about events in that
Although It made me just that
:•:
or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by colNot only do they not lift anything
year, send them to me, in care
more homesick, I really enjoyed
umnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G
in their class, but have a dicof...Wait! I changed my mind.
it and I will probably have it with
News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinion of the
tator-like nerve to kick any
Don't
send your questions--I'd
me when I go on guard in two
majority of members of the B-G News Editorial Board.
Inconspicuous weight-lifter out of
rather make them up myself.
hours. Judy I really appreciate

Braatz In The Belfry*^~I

Changes Not Seen j
For Coming Year I

From Our Readers

Weight
Training?

The B-G News

Marine Writes

I
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Clothes Rack's 7th Anniversary

iitiit
(The Windows as well. It is Feared, Unless
The Customers Restrain Their Natural
Enthusiasm for Bargains of This Type)

MENS

LADIES

1432 E. WOOSTER

518 E. WOOSTER

Suits - regular 65.00
Sport Coats • regular 35.00
Outerwear - regular 14.95 to 25.00
Sweaters ■ regular 15.95 to 22.50
Stay-Press Slacks
Dress Shirts - regular 5.00 to 7.50
Sport Shirts - 6.95 to 10.00
Jackets - regular 10.00 and 11.95
Shoe Sale - regular 14.95 to 16.95

NOW 45.00
NOW 20.00
NOW 9.99
NOW 8.00 to 12.00
20% OFF
NOW 3.00 and 4.00
.....NOW 4.00
NOW 4.99
NOW 10.00

Skirts - reg. 12.00 to 17.00
Sweaters - reg. 12.00 to 18.00
Slacks - reg. 10.00 to 16.00
Blouses - reg. 5.00 to 8.00
Dresses - reg. 40.00 to 18.00
Assorted Lingerie including

NOW 9.99
NOW 9.99
NOW 8.99
NOW 4.00
NOW 1/3 Off

all Maidenform bras and girdles
Shoes - reg. 10.95 and 12.00
Assorted Handbags
Assorted Dresses, Jackets, Slacks

1/2 price
NOW 6.00 and 8.00
1/3 0ff
NOW only 7.99

Traditional Outfitters of Discriminating
Gentlemen and Ladies
EAST

WEST

Clothes
KWUM GRllN. OHIO

1432 E. Wooster St.

518 E. Wooster St.

Traditional Outfitters of Gentlemen

Traditional Outfitters of Ladies
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O. Jv SIC SIC Haunt Campus
Members Relish
Students' Curiosity
By ROBERTA LIBB
Staff Writer
A member of the University
Police is an accomplice to a
secret
campus organization
whose membership is undisclosed; movements,
guarded;
name, undefined; and meetings,
closed.
The name of the group is Sic
Sic, and its goal is to stimulate
school spirit at the University*
The man's name is Patrolman
Melvin R. Jones, known as Officer Jones, and just recently
as O.J. to University students.
Officer Jones voluntarily accompanies the group in their
work, which takes place at night,
and although the members of the
organization disguise their identities, he does not.
One of the senior SIC SIC
members contacts Officer Jones
about the arrangements, and they
meet at designated places. The
SIC SIC men make their familiar
red and black painted signs Just

Officer Jones
before they put them up on campus.
Most secret organizations do
not like to be caught in their
acts of work but SIC
SIC
men do, particularly by the student body.
"I enjoy the response of students when they see us late
at night," wrote a senior member of the upperclass organization in reply to a B-G News
questionnaire. "It Is as If they
recognized a group of old faithful
friends."
The other senior wrote, "It
gives me a feeling of satisfaction
to know that people are waiting
to see us, and that our work does
not go unnoticed."
Officer Jones said that students
generally show a lot of respect
for the secrecy involved astothe
identities of the SIC SIC members. "They are a good bunch
of guys," he said, "They have
a lot of fun, and think a lot of

WBGU
RADIO REVIEW
TUESDAY, JAN. 4

3:28

Sign On

3:30
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:10
6:15
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:25

German and Germany
World's Famous Music
Dinner Music
....:
News
Around the Campus
Over the Back Fence
Musicale Da Capo
Evening Concert
Classical Music
News

Bowling Green."
SIC
SIC , described as a
"fraternity of purpose" by one
senior member, provides focus
on campus
atheletic events
through their traditional red and
black printed signs and"addsthe
element of mystery which helps
to build spirit. I think the members of the student body view
SIC
SIC as an integral part
of life on campus," he wrote.
No SIC
SIC man has ever
been unmasked ro the student
body from the time it was founded
in 1946 by President Frank J.
Prout. One senior wrote that
there have been some close incidents of escape. The "ambush"
is the usual method of attempt,
according to him.
"In the past, we have had many
quick dives into the car as students come flying around corners
after us. We are also followed
by cars quite a bit. Once this
year, a car kept consistently on
our tail, so we Just turned around
and started following them--they
left," the senior member wrote.
One Junior SIC
SIC man feels
that students are more curious
than malicious in their chasing
of the group.
"Because
masks hide our
identities , SIC SIC men sometimes act a lot crazier than in
real life," wrote a senior member.
"As far as the crazy
way we act," wrote one of the
sophomore members, "it is not
my choice always. The best
thing to do without using my voice
is to grunt, make hand motions,
and in some way show the girls
looking out the windows at us that
we love them."
Their costumes have been the
same since the first group was
organized--ski masks and dark
overalls for the two sophomore
and two Junior members, and
light overallls for the seniors.
Monster masks were worn when
the group visited the sorority
houses at Homecoming, and when
they visited women's residence
halls, before the Ball State basketball game this year, where
they put on a skit.
At the sorority houses, the SIC
SIC men were served such delicacies as cookies, pop, cider
and chocolate sundaes. At one
house, a senior member fell off
a chair while painting a mirrow,
spilling black paint on the floor.
"Many of the sorority women
used our paint brushes to paint
their letters on our uniforms,"
one senior wrote, "and by the
end of the evening, our uniforms
looked like the Greek alphabet."
When asked whether or not
being chosen as a member of
SIC
SIC gave him confidence,
or even made him feel obligated
to be active on campus, one senior member answered, "Being
a member of SIC SIC has given

9:30..Your Passport to Literature; Australian Profiles
10:00
Sign Off

WBGU-TV
TUESDAY, JAN. 4
5:30
Dr. Posin's Giants
6:30
Falcon Focus: BGSU
Intramural Program
7:30
The President's Men
8:00
Managers In Action
8:30
Japan: The Changing
Years
9:00..Symphonies I: Pittsburgh
10:00
News Headlines
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THE SIX members of SIC SIC, a secret campus
organization, pose for a picture in a lonely corn
field outside Bowling Green before beginning a
night of sign-placing on the University campus,
The goal of SIC SIC is to stimulate school
me the confidence to be active
on campus, but members hip does
not imply or require me to do
such. I feel that the close acquaintance with the other five
members, especially in my sophomore and Junior years, has given
me the impetus to live up to the
traditional activeness of SIC SIC
members on campus (assuming
that I am active on campus)."
One Junior member wrote,
"This organization has provided
me with hours of enjoyment with
five other guys I feel closer
to than any others on campus.
Certainly I realize that we are

^^ ^9

_«^^.
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spirit at the University and its existence is a
campus tradition. A member of the University
Police, Patrolman Melvin R. Jones, better
known as 0. J., accompanies the members of
SIC SIC on their nocturnal rounds.

promoting spirit and helping our
teams gain support and probably
we are carrying on the most
famous and popular campus tradition, but only we can feel the
friendship and tight bond that the
members of SIC
SIC have for
one another. It is a wonderful
feeling, having such a bond with
guys who generally look to life
in much the same way and are
constantly striving to do better
in it."
Past SIC
SIC men get together for a reunion ever year,
where new members are introduced. Last semester SIC SIC

members had an accumulative
grade average of 3.0.
"Even though SIC SIC benefits
its members," wrote one senior
member, "it's purpose is forthe
promotion of campus
spirit.
I feel that SIC SIC does a very
worthy job in achieving this end.
Our success depends upon the response of the student body, which
has always been one of enthusiasm and cooperation. To
the student body, I say 'thanks'
for making Bowling Green State
University more than just an
impersonal group of buildings."

9-Year-Old Cancer Victim
Writes To Big Brothers
By MARILYN DRAPER
Feature Editor
The nine- year- old cancer victim who was "adopted" by the
men of first floor Rodgers Quadrangle last month, wroteathankyou letter to her "big brothers"
for the Christmas gifts they sent
her.
A counselor from Rodgers first
floor said the letter was largely
composed
by her parents,
but
nevertheless
expressed
Cathy's true sentiments.
Cathy, who lives in Watertown
Mass., wrote, "I don't know who
gave you my address, but I sure
am glad they did. I just love
getting mail. 1 want to wish
everyone a happy and blessed
Christmas and thank you so much
for all those nice things,"
The men sent Cathy a box of
Bowling
Green "essentials"
including a BGSU blanket, milk
mug, sweatshirt, pennant, notebook, stationery, and a Freddy
Falcon mascot.
A card, measuring two feet by
twee feet, signed by all residents, and congratulating Cathy
on becoming an honorary member
of Rodgers' first floor, was sent
with the gifts.
"I was so excited when I received the box from all of you,"
Cathy wrote. I just love the falcon. I bet my room looks very
much like yours now. My little
girl friends just loved the big
card."
Cathy is a cancer victim
who doesn't have long to live.
Yet, she remains cheerful and
bright.
The Boston Record carried a
feature on her bravery which was

reprinted in the Toledo Blade.
Thus, Kathy's plight was brought
to the attention of the men of
Rodgers' first, who chose her as
their project.
Mrs. Landry sent a note with
Cathy's letter, explaining her
situation. "Cathy has no idea
she is so sick," she wrote, "and
if you write again don't say
anything that will make her guess.
My husband and I were so touched
by your kindness."
Cathy said little about her

illness in the letter. "I came
home from the hospital Thanksgiving day so I am now helping
my mother to get ready for
Christmas," she wrote. "They
don't let me get up anymore and
walk, but I can still do things from
my wheelchair."
Mrs. Landry also sent a picture
of Cathy with the letter. Both
the letter and the picture are on
display in the showcase of
Rodgers' main lounge.

Alpha Lambda Delta
Installs New Chapter
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman
scholastic society, will Install
a new chapter and initiate charter members at a ceremony
March 6 In the Grand Ballroom.
Invitations will be sent today
from the Office of the Dean of
Women to more than 70 sophomore women who earned an accumulative average of 3.5 or
better during their freshman
year.
Miss Christine Conoway, dean
of women at Ohio State University has been appointed by the
national office to Install the new
University chapter.
Four faculty women will be
Installed as honorary members.
They Include: Dr. Alma J. Payne,
professor of English; Dr. Agnes
M. Hooley, professor of women's
physical education; Dr. Virginia

B. Platt, professor of history;
and Miss E. Elolse Whltwer,
associate professor of biology.
Dr. Payne will serve as faculty
adviser and Fayetta Paulsen,
dean of women will be the administrative adviser. Sally A,
Althoff will be the senior
adviser.
The new honorary here Is sponsored by Cap and Gown, the senior
women's leadership and scholarship honorary.
Purpose of the society is to
promote Intelligent living and a
high standard of learning and
to encourage superior scholarship attainment among freshman
women.
A pledging ceremony for the
new members will be held Jan.
16 at 2 p.m. In the White Dogwood Room.
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Dr. H.S. Spangler,
Retired Professor,

VISTA Recruiting
Team On Campus

Dies In His Home

L

Dr. Harry S. Spangler, 72, a
professor of music at the University for 16 years, died Dec. 22
in his home in Bowling Green.
Dr. Spangler, a native of Cincinnati, retired from the faculty
two years ago. He was also a
pianist and studied music in Paris
and London.
He studied at the University
of Minnesota where he received
his bachelor's degree, master's
degree, and Ph. D. Dr. Spangler
also studied the piano at theCincinnati Conservatory of Music,
Harvard and Columbia.
Before coming to the University he taught music inCincinnati
at Mary Hardin, Baylor University, North Dakota and BaldwinWallace.
Dr. Spangler was a member of
Phi Delta Kappa, Alpha PhiZeta,
Phi Mu Alpha, the American Association of University Professors, andtheNationalMusicAssociation.
He was a member of the Kern
Shrine in Grand Fork, N.D., a
veteran of World War I and a
member of the Methodist Church
of Cincinnati.

Peace Corps
Test Saturday
Applications
for a Peace
Corps Placement Test to be given
Saturday in Toledo are available
to University students attheUniversity Placement Office.
The test will be held at 9 a.m.
in the Federal Building, Room
700 .
The placement test indicates
how an applicant can best help
people of developing countries
around the world.
Any citizen of theUnitedStates
who is 18 or who has no independents under 18 is eligible. Married couples are eligible if both
husband and wife can serve as
volunteers.

Placement
Representatives from the companies listed below will be on
campus the weeks of J an. 3 and
10 to interview graduating seniors
about job opportunities.
Jan. 3 to 5
Vista Week, booth located in
Union.
Jan.3 and 4
|>

Teaching positions in California, no prior appointment necessary.
Jan. 6
Monroe, Mich. Schools, elementary, library, mentally retarded, reading, speech and hearing therapy.
Duff Truck Line Inc., Lima,
transportation, sales.
General Adjustment Bureau,
Detroit, insurance adjusters.
Jan. 7
General Adjustment Bureau,
same as above.
Springfield, Ohio Schools, elementary and English.
Ashtabula, Ohio Schools, art,
business education, speech and
hearing and music.
Jan. 10
Livonia, Mich. Schools, elementary, guidance, distributive education, girl's health and physical
education, librarian, industrial
arts and visiting teachers.

REGISTRATION CONTINUES for next semester's classes.
Part of this year's system involves filling personal information sheets which must be completed before registering.
Here several students wait in the perennial line before receiving their forms. Photo by Mike Kuhlin.

University students may talk
with representatives from Volunteers In Service to America
(VISTA) in the Union today and
tomorrow.
VISTA volunteers serve on Indian reservations, among migrant workers, in urban slums
and in rural poverty areas
throughout the United States.
"We're looking for volunteers
of all backgrounds and abilities,"
reported FrankTownsend, leader
of the VISTA contingent.
He said the organization is
searching for people "who can
listen, understand,and communicate with others and who are
committed enough to live and
work for a year among the poor
in this country."
Volunteers serve for one year,
receiving living expenses and
medical care. In addition to an

allowance for food, housing, travel and clothing, they receive
$600 at the end of their service,
Mr, Townsend said.
Volunteers may ask for service in a specific geographical
area and indicate the type of
assignment they prefer.he said.
Upon acceptance into the program, candidates enter a sixweek training program.
No entrance examinations or
interviews are necessary to join
the program. All persons over
18 are eligible and there are
no education or experience requirements.
Those who wish to join must
submit two applications, which
can be obtained from the campus
representatives.

Rising Sophomores Whose Last Name Begins With
Jan. 4

Stei-Tg

Th-Vn

Vo-Wik

Wil-Z

Freshmen Whose Last Name Begins With
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14

L
Hek-Ho
E-Fe
Bri-Ca
Maa-Mas
N-Os
Ru-Sd
T-U

Kl-Kz
Ha-Hej
Db-Dz
Bj-Brh
Mat-Mc
Ot-Pk
Se-Sj
V-Wd

Jp-Kk
Gb-Gz
Cos-Da
Bam-Bi
Md-Mil
PI-Re
Sk-Sta
We-Wir

Hp-Jo
Ff-Ga
Cb-Cor
A-Bal
Mim-Mz
Rf-Rt
Stb-Sz
Wis-Z

Teaching Institute
Funds Awarded
The University has been
awarded two grants totalling
$129,000 from the U.S. Office of
Education to conduct summer

Interviews
Flint, Mich. Schools, English,
general science, mathematics,
elementary, art, and speech and
hearing therapy.
Jan. 11
Rocky River, Ohio Schools, administration,
an, elementary,
English, girl's health and physical education, languages, slow
learners, science, music, library, and mathematics.
Glens Falls Inc., Co., Glens
Falls, N. Y„ financial management trainees, sales, underwriting trainees, claims representatives, and engineering- audit
representatives.
North Ridgeville.OhioSchools,
elementary and secondary.
Pfizer Laboratories, Medina,
pharmaceutical sales trainees.
Montgomery County Schools,
Dayton, elementary, slow learners, Industrial arts, speech and
hearing therapy, and guidance.
Westlake, Ohio, Schools, elementary and secondary.
Sidney, Ohio, Schools, elementary, slow learners, and reading.
Interviews will be at the placement office, 516 Administration
Bldg. from 9 ajn. to 5 p.m.
unless otherwise stated. Seniors
must sign up at the placement
office before attending interviews.

programs of instruction for high
school teachers.
The grants provide $52,663
for a reading institute to be
headed by Dr. Joseph S. Nemeth,
associate professor of education,
and $76,337 for an institute for
teachers of dls advantaged youth
under the co-direction of Dr.
F.James RybakandDr.Raymond
Endres, associate professors of
education.
Thirty high school teachers
will participate from June 20
to Aug. 6 in the reading institute, which will introduce new
reading theories, techniques and
methods.
Dr. Nemeth said the teachers
will have an opportunity to put
the theories and methods into
practice by working with area
high school students.
"Many teachers assume students know how to read before
entering high school," Dr. Nemeth said. "But actually a surprisingly large number of students have poor reading habits
which hinder their learning progress."
The institute for teachers of
disadvantaged youth will also be
held from June 20 to Aug. 6.
A similar Institute was held at
Bowling Green last summer.
The program is designed to
acquaint teachers with special
problems involved in teaching
culturally deprived children in
inner-city schools, Dr. Rybak
said.
About 45 sixth, seventh, and
eighth grade teachers or supervisors, primarily from Cleveland
and Toledo area schools, will
participate. All have either
taught or plan to teach children
in inner-city areas commonly
designated as culturally disadvantaged.
Dr. Rybak said that the Institutes held throughout the country
last year have resulted in an increase of interest by teachers
in inner-city teaching assignments.

Booth Newspapers
"Business Side" Offers
Fine Career Opportunities
Have a feeling that sales ... or perhaps advertising
. . . are for you?
If you do, chances are more than good that Booth
Michigan Newspapers can provide fine career possibilities in both these fields.
You don't necessarily have to be a news writer to
carve out a successful career in newspaper work.
Booth, with its nine daily papers and its 2,000 employees, has career opportunities in national, retail
and classified advertising, and in the vitally important circulation field—as well as in editorial.
Booth conducts an excellent training program.
You'll find, too, that salaries, pensions and other
benefits are comparable to those offered by other
branches of business and industry.
Yes, Booth Newspapers has much to offer college
graduates. If you're undecided as to where your business future lies—why not consider Booth. It could be
a decision that brings you a lifetime of security,
happiness and satisfaction.
Ask your Placement Officer for the date and time of
Booth Newspapers' visit to your campus, or write
Coordinator, Training Program, Booth Newspapers, Inc.,
Suite 2100,211 West Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

BOOTH NEWSPAPERS
THE ANN ARBOR NEWS • THE RAY CITY TIMES • THE PUNT
JOUtNAl • THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS • JACKSON CITIZEN
PATRIOT
•
KALAMAZOO GAZETTE
•
THE MUSKEGON
CHRONICLE • THE SAGMAW NEWS • THE YPSILANTI PRESS
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Why Red Chinese Hate !
■

By the Associated Press
EDITOR'S NOTE: Alessandra
Casella, a scholar, linguist and
Journalist who first went to Red
China in 1956, revisited there
last summer and now reports
on Chinese feelings toward Russia and the United States.
By Alessandra Casella
Popular resentment against
Russia runs high in Communist
China, but hatred of Americans
is directed against the U. S.
government rather than the
people themselves.
Apparently there Is no antiRussian campaign, and news
coverage of the Chinese-Soviet
rift runs along mostly ideological
grounds. However, Casella says,
he found a "great personal resentment " against the Russian
people.
The reason for this lies in the
fact that while America is essentially an abstract and always nonvisible enemy, there has been
personal contact between the
Chinese and
Russian people.
Thousands of Russian experts
worked for years with the
Chinese. When the current
Soviet-Chinese rift first came to
light, the Russians left almost
overnight. The resulting chaos
apparently created the resentment now held by the Chinese
people.
There appears to be no resentment against Americans personally. But demonstrations in
America against current U.S.
policy in Viet Nam are heavily
publicized.
The Watts riots in Los Angeles
last August were covered widely
and were depicted as "an uprising by an oppressed people"
against Washington's "capitalistic policy."
Concerning Viet Nam, emotional involvement in what is
geographically a foreign war has
reached such a high level that
it has become anessential part
of Chinese domestic policy.

Students Receive
Teaching Grants
Six University students are
recipients of grants to study
teaching methods for slow learning and mentally retarded
children next semester.
The funds for the trainees hips
are provided through a $21,000
grant from the Division of Research and Development of the
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Those who received the awards
are Marian Debelak, Joyce Walton,
Joy
Heidorn,
Karen
Ensinger, Mrs. Eileen Knavel
and Mrs. Patricia Klesack.
Each of the trainees will receive a $1,600 stipend plus a
waiver of University fees while
they carry courses designed to
prepare them for teaching handicapped children, said Dr. Darrel
G. Minifie. associate professor
of education and director of the
program.

Portraits by

HOWARD
Photographer
we specialize in

ri„ overall
„„„,--,ii niomri.
ic m
The
picture is
one n*
of
a country that seems on the verge
of war psychosis. Official news
outlets for internal consumption
are extremely bellicose. Radio
and newspapers portray America
as waiting for a suitable occasion to escalate the fighting and
attack China.
In the factories, workers have
weekly rifle target practice.Civil
defense posters are prominent.
Bridges are guarded and so are
factories and all official buildings. The whole of South China
is reported on a war alert, and
travel by foreigners there has
been curtailed.

But Cassella reports that popular reaction to these campaigns
is far less violent than might
be expected.TheaverageChinese
is much more worried about the
situation than he is aggressive.
The attitude of the masses
toward the war in Viet Nam and
toward America appears to be
more of concern than of hatred,
and the official attitude of the
government is one of caution.
It has been careful to avoid
being almost forced in the face
of its public opinion to intervene against its will in Viet
Nam.
Recollections of Chinese intervention in Korea naturally

heiehien
heighten the idea of intervention

in Viet Nam. However, the two
situations are profoundly different.
In Korea, China not only had
Russian support, but also considered her vital interests in
Manchuria were being threatened by the United Nations advance through North Korea to
the Yalu River on the border.
In Viet Nam, Russia has sent
weapons-- including missiles-but is not directly Involved as
it was in North Korea and there
has been no invasion of North
Viet Nam.
Cassella says it seems reasonable to assume that as long
as American commitments do
not increase and become threats
to Red China or its vital interests, China will not intervene.
As it is, the war in Viet Nam
apparently plays a vital role
in enabling the Chinese government to keep up "a satisfactory state of tension" in the
country.
It is able thereby to galvanize the population into greater
efforts to produce food, or material goods, as needed. The
genuine concern that results
among the people can only
strengthen the control which the
Communists
have over the
country.
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Material for the Bulletin is
prepared by the University News
Service, Room 806 Administration Building. Any department,
bureau, office, institute, faculty
or University-wide organization
that wishes to have a notice
appear must bring that notice to
the News Service in typewritten
form by noon of the day preceding
the publication date. No notice
may appear more than two times
by request. Student organization
notices are not accepted for publication in the Bulletin.
At 7 p.m. today a film called
Fate of a River: ApathyorAction
will be shown in the Dogwood
Suite of the University Union.
This color movie, photographed
by Dr. G. Harrison Orians of the
University of Toledo, shows what
pollution is doing to a once lovely
waterway, the Maumee River.
The film demonstrates the present condition of our watershed
and gives practical suggestions
for everyone to follow in making
our river, streams and Lake Erie
safer from contaminants that
pollute our drinking water
source. The film is jointly sponsored and produced by the Junior
League of Toledo and the Northwestern Ohio Natural Resources
Council and is being made avail-

.. for
.__ showing
.■
■
able
on our „-,„„,,c
campus
by the Office of Research Services.

All seniors graduating at midyear (Jan. 29, 1966.) are asked to
advise the Placement Office as
soon as they have signed a contract or accepted a position.
Any mid-year graduate planning
to continue education in graduate
school or enter the military service should also advise the Placement Office as soon as possible.

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
The Spanish Club will meet at
8 pjn. tomorrow in the Taft
Room.
The English department will
sponsor the third Books and Coffee at 4 p.m. today in the Capital
Room. Sharon Lougheed and
Brian Richards, both seniors in
the College of Liberal Arts, will
read their own poems. Dr. John
J. Gross, professor of English,
said, "The coffee is free and
the public is invited."

Ford Motor
Company is:
stimulation
What does it take to "spark" a man to his very
best ... to bring out the fullest expression of his
ability and training? At Ford Motor Company
we are convinced that an invigorating business
and professional climate is one essential. A prime
ingredient of this climate is the stimulation that
comes from working with the top people in a
field . . . such as Dr. James Mercereau.
Jim Mercereau joined our Scientific Laboratory
in 1962. Recently, he headed a team of physicists
Jamdl E. MiretTtau
who verified aspects of the Quantum Theory by
B.A.. Pkgrin, Pomona ColUft
II.A., Pkmia, Unit, of III.
creating
a giant, observable quantum effect in
PkJ>., CmMf. ImHtnU o/Ttk.
superconductors. This outstanding achievement
was the major reason the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce selected
Dr. Mercereau as one of "America's Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1964."
Your area of interest may be far different from Dr. Mercereau's; however,
you will come in contact with outstanding men in all fields at Ford
Motor Company.
We believe the coupling of top experience and talent with youth and
enthusiasm is stimulating to all concerned. College graduates who join
Ford Motor Company find themselves very much a part of this kind of
team. If you are interested in a career that provides the stimulation of
working with the best, see our representative when he visits your campus.
We think you'll be impressed by the things he can tell you about working
at Ford Motor Company.

<Jorx/
Tin AMricM R**4. Dwtm. MfcMfwi

student photography
Portraits with
that natural likeness
432HE. Rooster

Am oqual opportunity employer
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A
Quick
Look
At
'65
I
From The MAC-Angle
1965 was a year of progress
and achievement for Bowling
Green and the Mid-American
" Conference. Here is a look at
the MAC In 1965 with special
emphasis on Bowling Green's
participation:
JANUARY
Defending champion Ohio hands
Bowling Green Its seventh
straight loss, 84-69, to make it
two straight in league play...
Bowling Green's BobDwors leads
MAC scorers with a 22.9 average
... B.G. pins 73-69 upset on
Toledo for first win of season...
Miami bops Bowling Green, 7458, after Falcons walk mile
through snow from stalled bus
to make it to Withrow Court.
FEBRUARY

The Ohio Bobcats climb closer
to successful defense of their
MAC crown by whipping Miami,
| 65-55, and slash the Redskin
lead to half a game...Ohlo then
beats Kent State and Toledo to
force playoff for championship
and NCAA tourney bid...Eddie
Melvin fired as Toledo hoop
coach. Bob Nichols to succeed
him.
MARCH
Ohio's Bobcats cage Miami,
76-71, in title playoff and draw
Dayton in NCAA regional tourney
at Bowling Green, Ky„ March
9...Bobcats bow to Flyers, 6665...B.G.'s Bob Dwors, Western's Dave Anderson and Ohio's
Don Hilt unanimous selections on
annual A11-MAC basketball team.
Other first team choices are
Miami's Jeff Gehring and Marshall's Tom Langfitt.
APRIL
Bowling Green's football team,
defending MAC champion, reports for spring drills to Bob
Gibson, new head coach. Gibson,
who succeeded Doyt Perry, winningest coach of the past decade
in intercollegiate football, greet|'ed 22 lettermen...Other six member schools also start spring
football practice.
MAY

Western Michigan takes track
-honors with 62 points and Bowling

Green is second with 54. Western also titlist in tennis but
Ohio claims golf crown to clinch
All-Sports Trophy (Reese Cup)
with 47.5 points to 44.5 for Bowling Green. Baseball championship also goes to Ohio after sweep
of final league series against
Kent State (Bobcats' record 111 as compared to Western's 9-1
due to costly rainout vs. B.G.)...
Commissioner James announces
TV package for basketball.Game
of-Week series to be telecast in
Jan. and Feb. of 1966 by T.V.
Sports, Inc., of Paters on, N.J.,
calls for eight Saturday dates
to be aired over three-state network.
SEPTEMBER
MAC coaches overwhelmingly
pick Bowling Green to successfully repeat in football, tab Kent
State second in surprise... Doyt
Perry officially takes over
athletic director's chair as Dr.
Harold Anderson retires...West
Texas spoils Ohio opener, 7-0,
then blanks Bowling Green week
later, 34-0.

Mid - American Conference
basketball squads are now permitted to play in the National
Invitational Tournament.
The Council of Presidents of
MAC schools has unanimously
agreed to let member schools
accept bids to the post season
tourney if they are extended.
Previously, the schools had
been barred from participation
in the NIT.
In other action, the presidents
voted against an expansion of
membership but voted to Increase

fullback Stew Williams, end
Jamie Rivers and center Heath
Wingate, all repeaters.
DECEMBER
Marshall's Tom Good receives
honorable mention on UPI AllAmerica team, Associated Press
team Includes 11 MAC stars
headed by B.G.'s Mike Weger
(defensive backfield choice)...
Ohio hoopmen choice to retain
title in MAC News Media Association poll with Miami close
second, 87 points to 84 points...

Works For Bout
LONDON (AP) English boxing
promoter Lawrence Lewis said
yesterday he is optimistic about
the chances of getting heavyweight champion Cassius Clay
to defend his title here against
Brian London.
Lewis met for two hours yesterday with Arthur Grafton, who
represents the Louisville sponsoring group which holds Clay's
contract.
Lewis said he has
been promised a decision within
two weeks.

Fan Is Devoted
Despite Injury
GREEN BAY,Wis.(AP)--Mrs.
Art Mueller of Green Bay fell on
the way to the stadium where the
Green Bay Packers were playing
Cleveland for the National Football League title.
A first aid crew told her she
probably had a broken leg, but
Mrs. Mueller refused to leave.
She stayed to see Green Bay
win, then went to the hospital,
where it was discovered she had
only a severe sprain.

grants-in-aid by five for a total
of 120 annually in all sports by
each school.
They also approved the Implementation of a 1.7 predicted
grade average as the minimum
for awarding of financial aid to
prospective student-athletes.

Stanley Names
Ferrell Coach
CHICAGO (AP)--The new manager of the Chicago White Sox-Eddie Stanky--has hired former
Cleveland manager Kerby Farrell as one of his coaches.
In 1957, when Farrell was manager of the Indians, he hired
Stanky as his third base coach.
Only last month, the New York
Mets promoted Farrell to manager of their Jacksonville farm
team in the International League.
Another
manager,
named by
Farrell at

former major league
Solly Hemus, was
the Mets to replace
Jacksonville.

OCTOBER
Jack
Mollenkopf,
Purdue
coach; Warren Steller, former
A.D., and Jim Darrow, 1960 AllAmerica hoopster, among inductees to Bowling Green Hall of
Fame...NCAA Television Committee approves MAC teams for
1966-67 appearances on football
"Game-of-Week" program—Big
game at Kent before new MAC
record crowd of 19,000 goes to
Bowling Green, 7-6, and controversy rages after contest over
Flashes' failure to score from
four or at least boot field goal
on fourth down...Miami on march
ever since Marshall win and
deals itself a slice of title pie
by bopping BeeGees, 23-7, in
sad Falcon farewell to University Stadium.

THE "U"SHOPS
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

20% TO 40% OFF
FOR MEN

NOVEMBER
Bowling Green rallies in final
half to whip gallant but winless
Ohio, 17-7, and tie Redskins for
MAC crown„«MAC coaches confer unanimous vote upon 13 players while making All-Conference
selections, including
Asbury,
Matte and Rowe„.Miamidoninant
with seven players. Bowling
Green next with six headed by

Busy Holiday
For MAC Cage
Although the pace slackened
somewhat due to the holiday season, basketball was still a big
word for members of the MidAmerican Conference as all fine
schools saw at least some action
in the 15-day span.
Most teams swung into play on
c
Dec. 19, but only Miami made
its game worthwhile as the Redskins shellacked Ball State, 82'47.
Toledo dropped a 65-60
decision to Villanova, Akron defeated Kent State 77- 70, and Miami (Fla.) got by Ohio U. 105'100.
On Dec. 20, three of four MAC
teams were dumped. Marshall
\,managed the only victory, a 9181 win over St. Francis (Pa.).
Evansville stopped Toledo, 97t ,82, while Western Michigan fell
|<:to Ball State, 75-72.
On Dec. 21, Kent State took a
104-90 decision over Northern

MAC Presidents OK
Participation In NIT

Illinois, putting its season record at 4-2, while Ohio U. evened
its mark at 4-4 in falling to
Davidson, 96-63.
Resuming play on Dec. 27,
Toledo rolled over Delaware 8359.
Two days later it was a different story as the Rockets fell
to Butler, 89-79.
Meanwhile Ohio U. handed
Brown a 90-52 loss, and Miami
marked itself as a team to be
watched in the coming season as
they captured first place in the
Arkansas State Tournament with
an 81-61 verdict over host Arkansas.

Plans Tryouts
Try-outs for women's intercollegiate basketball will be at
6:45 pjn„ today in Women's
Bldg.

SUITS - SPORT COATS - DRESS TROUSERS
SWEATERS - SPORT SHIRTS - COATS
CORDUROY PANTS

FOR WOMEN
DRESSES - SKIRTS - SWEATERS
SUITS - SLACKS - COATS

ALL
20% TO 40% OFF

Wott&itp &rjop
SS2 EAST WOOSTOt ST.

•

PHONE JSNMI
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FALCONS TO PLAY TAMPA IN 1966
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BG Tops Texans,
Halts Loss String

JACK HARTMAN
Sports Editor
Though tired and injured, the
Falcon cagers returned from the
All-College Tournament in better
"shape" than when they left.
Bowling Green dropped its first
and second games--103-77 to
Oklahoma City and 105-70 to Wyoming--but bounced back to
topple third seededTexasA.&M.,
85- 72 in its third and final contest.
The tourney took place
Dec. 27-30.
In the all-important area of
mental attitude and confidence
the F a Icons are in better "shape''
than ever. The victory over the
Texans broke a seven game losing
streak that had beseiged the Falcons since their opening season
victory over Ball State Dec. 1.
After nine games of experience, the sophomore crop
appears to be rounding into
"shape" for the final two thirds
of the season.
Inthe victory over Texas A. &M.,
four sophomores accounted for 58
of the Falcon's 85 points and the
starting line-up was all first year
men.
Sophomores Walt Piatkowski, Carl Assenheimer and Rich
Hendrix were the mainstays of the
scoring attack in all three games.
Piatkowski rammed in63, Assenheimer clicked for 38 and Hendrix
netted 32.
The only exception to the
"shape" application is physical
condition.
BOWLING GREEN
FG
Assenheimer 7-12
Piatkowski
8-21
Dixon
3-6
5-13
Hendrix
Bowling
0-0
Rose
6-13
Rinlcella
2-4
Mims
0-0
Aloi
2-3
TOTALS- 33-73

Forward Sam Mims may have
been hurt the worst. First, he
caught the flu and had to sit out
most of the Oklahoma Citygame.
Then minutes after entering the
Texas A.&M. game he was decked
and carried off the floor with a
bruised knee and a slight ankle
sprain.
He is on the doubtful list for
tomorrow night's game.
Cliff Williams, though he
suffered a broken bone, will be
ready tomorrow night, but if you
see him you may not be able to
recognize him. He'll be wearing
a mask to protect his broken nose.
Nick Aloi, likeMims suffered a
bruised knee. He is also listed
as doubtful for tomorrow night.
"It was a great tourney," said
Coach Warren Scholler yesterday. "I think we learned from
the high caliber of teams participating."
He pointed out that the Falcons
played the second, third and
fourth seeded teams, beating the
third seeded one.
The Wyoming defeat was a onesided romp. The Falcons were
never ahead and fell behind 5630 at halftime. A1 Dixon scored
nine points and pulled off seven
rebounds before fouling out.
Piatkowski and Hendrix paced the
scoring attack with 16 points
each. Bob Van Poppel had 10
and Ed Behm garnered nine.
Oklahoma City got quite a scare

BOWLING GREEN
FT TP
FG
3-4
17 Assenheimer
2-8
5-7 21 Piatkowski
7-25
2-3
8 Dixon
4-8
2-* 12
Aloi
0-3
e Hendrix
0-0
6-10
4-5 16
Rose
0-2
4 Van Poppel
0-0
4-9
1-2
1 Rinicella
0-5
2-3
6 Behm
4-5
19-26 tf5 Bowling
2-5
TOTA

TP
FT
5
1-1
16
2-3
9
1-4
0
0-2
16
4-4
1
1-2
2-2 10
0-0 0
9
1-1
4
0-1
~T2^2U""70~

TEXAS A & M

StringfeUow
7-16
2-3
Matson
2-4
0-0
Beasley
9-22
6-9
Trlppett
1-6
2-2
Domlnguer
2-10
1-1
Jenkins
1-3
0-0
Payne
0-2
4-4
Myatt
4-9
2-2
Timmerman
1-3
1-2
TOTALS 27-75
18-23
REBOUNDS BG: Piatkowski 9
Dixon 6
TEXAS: Trippett 9
Matson 7

16
4
24
4
5
2
4
10
3
72"

Maryland Gets
Ex-Bills Coach
COLLEGE PARK,Md.(AP) The University Of Maryland yesterday named Lou Saban as its
new head football coach.
Saban quit the Buffalo Bills
Sunday night after directing the
team to two straight American
Football League championships.
At Maryland. Saban will
succeed Tom Nugent, who was
fired recently.
Assistant coach Joel Collier
■aid he Is a candidate to succeed
Lou Saban as head coach of the
Bills.
It also was reported that a
group of Buffalo players plan to
ask Bills' owner Ralph Wilson
to give the head coaching Job to
Collier.

WYOMING

•:•:•:•:

from the underdog Falcons before
pulling away in the second half.
Leading 45-39 at intermission,
The Chiefs saw their margin
vanish to 50-48 in the initial
minutes of the second half.
They righted themselvesjhowevcr,and rattled off nine straight
points to take a permanent lead.
They lengthened it to a 103-77
final.
Piatkowski grabbed 19 rebounds and scored 26 points to
pace the Falcons. Hendrix had
16 markers and Aloi had 10.
Dixon pulled in six rebounds.
"We beat the Texas team because of our full court press and
ability to move the ball," explained Coach Scholler.
Reserve guard Ted Rose triggered the Falcons victory,
according to CoachScholler. The
6- 1 junior came off the bench in
the first half and banged in eight
points to boost the Falcons to a
41-34 margin.
Rose put in eight more in the
second half as his team rolled to
a 85-72 win and snapped that
seven-game loss skein. Four
Falcons hit in double figures.
Piatkowski had 21, Assenheimer
17, Rose 16, and Hendrix 12.
Eixon grabbed eight rebounds to
nine for Piatkowski.
"I think we are coming now,"
said Coach Scholler. "We're
starting to feel like we belong
on the basketball floor."

1-7
9-19
9-23
2-6
2-9
6-9
3-12
2-3
0-1
0-0
0-2
3-4

Signings Provide
Winning Spark
GREEN BAY,Wis.(AP)--About
one month ago, running backs J im
Taylor and Paul Hornung of the
Green Bay Packers seemed to be
breaking down.
However, Taylor and Hornung
quieted the critics Sunday as they
led the Packers to a 23-12 victory over the Cleveland Browns
in the NFL title game.
Perhaps coach and general
manager Vince Lombard! provided the spark for his two vet-

Bowling Green State University's 1966 football team will
play a nine-game schedule, opening at the University of Tampa
in Florida, Bowling Green's Athletic Director Doyt Perry announced today.
The Falcons will be meeting
four opponents, Dayton, Kent
State, Marshall and Ohio University, In their new 22,500-seat
stadium that will be ready in
time to face Dayton's Flyers
on Oct. 1.
Bowling Green's three nonconference foes, Tampa, Dayton
and Temple, posted 6-2-1. 18-1 and 5- 5 records respectively in 1965. Tampa defeated McNeese, North Texas State, Southwest Louisiana, Jacksonville,
Maine and Northern Michigan
last season.
After traveling to Tampa, the

Falcons play their first game
in the new stadium, hosting Dayton. Bowling Green then plays
six straight Mid-AmericanConference opponents before closing
the year at Temple.
The Oct. 22 contest against ']
Kent State will be the Falcons'
1966 Homecoming game while
the Nov. 5 game against Marshall will be Dad's Day.

Sept. 24 at Tampa.
Oct. 1 - DAYTON.
Oct. 8 at Western Michigan.
Oct. 15 at Toledo.
Oct. 22 - KENT STATE.
Oct. 29 at Miami.
Nov. 5 - MARSHALL.
Nov. 12 - OHIO U.
Nov. 19 at Temple.

Van Brocklin Signs
MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL(AP)
--Coach Norm Van Brocklin of
the Minnesota Vikings of the
National Football League agreed
yesterday to a new five-year
contract.
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed, but Viking President Max Winter said Van Brocklin will receive a "good increase" in salary. The new contract extends through the 1970
season.

Van Brocklin quit during the
1965 season but reconsidered and
returned to his job. At that
time, Viking owners expressed
dismay over Van Brocklin's decision to quit and said they would
do anything within reason to
retain his services.
Van Brocklin is the only head
coach the Vikings have had in
their five years of operation.

JACKET SALE

BOWLING GREEN
FG
Mims
1-3
Assenheimer
6-1C
Piatkowski
11-3
Aloi
5-21
Williams
2-5
Dixon
1- 5
Hendrix
1-4
Van Poppel
1-5
Rinicella
1-2
Behm
f-2
Rose
0-4
Bowling
1-3
TOTAL'S
3TF

17-27 79
2-2
4
10-11 28 ONLAHOMA CITY
6-8
24 Koper
0-C
j,-3
5
Hunter
9-2
4-5
8
Ware
8-2
1-4
13 Wells
8-1'
3-4
9 Gray
5-K
4-5
8 Koper
3-5
0-0
0 Bridges
0-2
0-1
0 O'Brien
1-3
0-0
0 Lawrence
2-2
0-0
6 Vas
0-1
TOTALS 37-95
31-43 105
31-47 103
TOTALS 36-8
REBOUNDS BG: Piatkowski 11
Dixon 7
REBOUNDS BG: Piatkowski 19
W: Sherman 15
Dixon 6
Clark 14
OC: Ware 30;Hunter '

Collins
Sherman
Sbt-k
Eberle
Westhoff
Pointdexter
Asbury
Nelson
Wilkinson
Thomas
Ryan
Johnson

Formidable Floridians
Host BG In Opener

erans when he signed two-time
Ail-American halfback Donny
Anderson of Texas Tech and AilAmerican fullback Jim Grabowski of Illinois to huge contracts.

Toledo Tickets
Available Now
Student tickets for the ToledoBowling Green basketball game
are on sale at ticket office in
Memorial Hall. Cost Is $1.50.

| $1.00

FREE

$1.00

1

$1.00 COUPON
Good on any Jacket until January 31st
(one per Jacket)
f

GRAEBER-NICHOLS
$1.00

Downtown

i 1

$1.00

OVER 450 JACKETS
ON SALE From
$4.88 and Up

GRAEBER-NICHOLS
MEN & WOMEN
Downtown

|

